Zero Trust Advisory Service
Zero Trust Adoption Journey
In the modern world of digital transformation, there is a significant change in how security should be applied
across different domains. Organizational leadership is increasingly looking to adopt Zero Trust principles to
secure their enterprise services. The Journey to adopt Zero Trust across the board can be challenging and
requires buying in and coordination on many levels within the organization.
Check Point consulting services developed a framework that can assist organizations across the globe to
adopt Zero Trust approach strategy and archive their business-driven objectives in the most efficient way.

Check Point is a leader in cybersecurity technology, who has the required expertise,
resources and experience to perform a Zero Trust workshop for organizations of
any size in order and create a list of recommendations and a step-by-step roadmap towards Zero Trust architecture.
Our unique offering allows our customers to align their business objectives with
security or digital transformation processes across personal, systems and data
security domains covering all of the necessary infrastructure, applications and
services.
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Maturity Assessment

We advise on how to best leverage these technologies to archive organization goals and aspirations using
existing technology stacks as well as new or emerging ones. In any case, our security consultants can
discuss and provide multi-options of recommendations regarding the next steps on the journey based on
the specific company priorities, identified and potential risks or threat factors and budget constraints.

Phase-based road-map
We are relying on our extensive expertise and experience in the cyber security space to create a holistic
view of the current and desired future state of the Infrastructure and services using a vendor-agnostic
approach. We provide a set of recommendations aligned to Zero Trust principles which allow organizations
to reach the next level of maturity throughout all security domains in a step-by-step manner developing a
phase-based transformation road-map.

This process typically consists of a maturity assessment of the current state of the enterprise architecture
and delivery of a set of recommendations including best practices and a high-level design with a stack of
recommended technologies.
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Recommendations
Depending on the customer requirements and the scope of the engagement as part of the workshop we
provide:







A unique set of tools and case-specific recommendations
An existing environment review
High-level Architectural design
Controls and products alignment
Detailed Functional Controls description and explanation
A recommended solution, including products and services

Workshop
The Zero Trust Workshop is
typically a one-day engagement
session with a Check Point
enterprise
architect.
On
completion, we will deliver an
architectural
report
blueprint
designed to ensure that all critical
assets are protected by the
appropriate
security
controls
according to the Zero Trust
principles.

For more information about the ZT Workshop and other services, please visit our site at
https://www.checkpoint.com/support-services/security-workshop/
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